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Short Description

Panama Jack Maldives Woven Dining Armchair combines a distinctive woven pattern with slim and agile lines
to create a versatile

Description

The Panama Jack Maldives Woven Dining Chair (PJO-1801-GRY-SC) by Hospitality Rattan. Constructed from
unique bronze wicker polyethylene fiber over aluminum frames, the Panama Jack Maldives Woven Dining
Armchair combines a distinctive woven pattern with slim and agile lines to create a versatile, timeless, and
contemporary piece that will bring the relaxing and lavish essence of the ocean right to your backyard or
patio. Dine in style with this classy and unconventional dining armchair ideal for any outdoor dining space.
Combined with any of the multiple dining tables the Maldives collection has to offer, you can create an
outdoor dining area perfectly suited to your needs. Additionally, the high-density pattern of these woven
dining armchairs eliminates the need for cushions.

Includes

One (1) Panama Jack Maldives Woven Dining Chair

Dimension
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23"L x 24"W x 33"H

Features

All weather proof
Commercial Grade
Contemporary style
Durable all-weather design ideal for any climate

Care Instructions: Wipe clean with dry cloth. Do not use strong liquid cleaners.

About the Manufacturer

Since 2000, Hospitality Rattan has been designing and distributing contract quality rattan, wicker, and
bamboo furnishings. A variety of indoor and outdoor collections derived from the best possible materials is
available for the furniture buyer who wants that tropical feel. There high-quality outdoor furniture is
constructed of all aluminum frames woven with Viro or Rehau synthetic wicker fiber that will not fade or
when subjected to the elements. Choices of fabric options are available for the indoor upholstered collections
to the Sunbrella brand outdoor fabric for the patio collections.

Additional Information

SKU PJO-1801-GRY-SC

Brand Hospitality Rattan

Ships Out Estimate 4 - 6 Weeks

Residential Warranty 3 Years

Fabric Performance Fabric Choices

Panama Jack Maldives Woven Dining
Chair PJO-1801-GRY-SC

was

$745.00 Special
Price

$558.00
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